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Card spending cools as tourism headwinds intensify 

• Card spending falls in February as the border restrictions on tourism and the lift in Covid-19 alert levels 
impact, with total card spending down a whopping 8.1% over the last 12 months. 

• Kiwi’s love affair with durable spending continues, but most other subgroups feel the pinch. 

• We expect moderate growth for card spending over 2021 given sharply slowing population growth. 

 

Summary and implications  

The February decline in card spending was stronger than expected, with broad-based falls over the month. We had 

expected a sizeable fall in February given it is the peak month for overseas tourism for NZ and the middle of the 

month also saw a brief ratcheting up in Covid-19 Alert Levels after a community outbreak in Auckland (with the return 

to lockdowns in Auckland at the end of the month). Hospitality spending was particularly weak, as expected, but 

results for other retail subgroups were generally weaker than envisaged. Despite a number of plusses on the retail 

spending front – the resurgent housing market, reasonably steady overall employment and low interest rates – we 

expect growth in retail spending to cool over 2021 given sharply slowing population growth. Our view remains that 

business spending will need to step up to provide more backbone to the expansion we see unfolding over the next 

few years. 

Larger than expected February fall for card spend 

Retail electronic card spending fell a seasonally adjusted 2.5% in February 2021 (-5.3% yoy), weaker than market 

expectations (-1.0% mom) and our -1.5% mom pick.   Excluding fuel and vehicle components, core spending fell 2.3% 

s.a. over February (-4.2% yoy). Total card spending (which includes non-retail sub-industries such as travel agency 

services and health care) dropped 3.2% s.a. in February to be a whopping 8.1% lower than a year ago.    

Hospitality retail was particularly weak. Statistics NZ have not provided seasonally adjusted estimates for hospitality 

given this industry has yet to show a clear pattern post COVID-19. Our seasonally adjusted estimates point to a circa 

8% February decline (-15.8% yoy). The more detailed splits for the hospitality sector confirmed still-tough times for 

accommodation services retail (-43% yoy), with food & beverages services retailing slowing (-7.9% yoy). 
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Kiwi’s love affair with durable spending continued, with durable retail only dipping 0.4% mom in seasonally adjusted 

terms (+1.4% yoy).  The booming housing market, the lack of overseas travel and some debt repayment continued to 

underpin strong furniture, electrical and hardware retail, although annual growth rates are slowing (to 9.1% yoy). 

Sales were below February 2020 levels for department stores (-1.8% yoy), recreational goods (-1.5% yoy) and 

pharmaceutical retail (-7.7% yoy).  

Consumable retail dipped 0.8% seasonally adjusted (-1.6% yoy).  Liquor sales growth has slowed as the novelty of 

lockdowns have passed (+1.3% yoy). Supermarket shoppers appear not to have increased emergency stocks as during 

prior lockdowns (supermarket/grocery sales were down 1.5% yoy), with specialized food sales still weak (-4.8% yoy).  

Apparel retail declined for a third consecutive month (-2.8% mom, -2.9% yoy), unwinding late 2020 strength. Despite 

climbing fuel prices, fuel card spending dropped 0.8% s.a. in February, to be 16.1% down over the last 12 months, the 

weakest of the major retail categories. 

The retail outlook for 2021  

We expect moderate growth for retail spending growth (around 3%) over 2021 as comparted to the 5% jump in 

2020. On the plus side, many NZ households have paid back some consumer debt over the past year. Aggregate 

household balance sheets have benefitted from the recent surge in house prices and strong housing construction 

should continue to support durable goods spending. Overall employment and wage growth have been more resilient 

than earlier expected. However, the border restrictions have sharply slowed inbound tourism and net immigration to 

a trickle, with NZ resident population growth over 2021 expected to be the weakest in close to a decade.  
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice. We believe that the information 
in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information available at 
the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, reliability or 
completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject to 
change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. 
We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person 
involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.  
Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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